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M

achine learning (ML) is not entirely new.
Many of its concepts were developed as
early as the 1940s and 50s. After the AI
winter of the 70s, backpropagation—a
mechanism to efficiently train neural
networks—gave rise to various new use
cases of ML. Today, almost every organisation’s data scientists
and IT experts leverage ML to develop the right predictive models
that extract valuable insights from the vast amounts of data
and help business leaders make better decisions. Data scientists
generally handcraft these models by applying the mathematical
technique that best fits their problem and implement them
through coding and tuning.
However, manual model generation requires numerous
iterations over weeks or even months as well as a combination
of domain and data science expertise, which makes the entire
process challenging, time-consuming, and difficult to scale.
Besides, handcrafted models are not quite suitable for problems
involving time series data. Studies have also revealed a major
scarcity of data scientists needed to meet the demands of various
industries that rely on accurate and timely forecasts to stay
ahead of the competition. As an answer, many companies offer
AutoML capabilities to support the model generation and feature
engineering process, allowing businesses to build, tune, compare,
as well as test multiple models and deploy the selected model as
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an application programming interface (API). Although AutoML offers a
step forward, it still remains time-consuming and expertise-intensive.
Belgium-based Tangent Works surpasses AutoML with its InstantML
technology offered through Tangent Information Modeler (TIM), which
generates models in no time.

“Where AutoML reduces the amount of time spent on model
generation from days to hours, Tangent Works’ InstantML further lowers
it to just seconds without demanding extensive data skills and any
setup whatsoever,” remarks Dirk Michiels, CEO of Tangent Works. Years
of research have led to the creation of TIM engine, based on a unique
blend of various advanced technologies including information criteria/
geometry—an interdisciplinary field that uses differential geometry
techniques to study probability theory and statistics. “One of our cofounders, Ján Dolinsky, worked as a professor in Japan, where he taught
and researched about information geometry, which he believed could
be applied to automate the model generation process. That is how the
company was founded in 2014,” says Michiels. “Both the co-founders,
Ján Dolinsky and Henk de Metsenaere, started working on finding a way
to build models automatically by analysing historical time-series data,
including all the possible influencers, and figure out which data is relevant
to the predicted output, in what combinations, over which time intervals.
From that vision and a breakthrough architecture based on information
geometry, TIM was born.”
TIM creates models in seconds based on target and predictor series
with just one pass through the data. These models are made available
through a single API, thus saving organisations the hassle of creating
separate APIs for each of the models. Tangent Works has further
enhanced TIM’s capabilities with real-time InstantML (RTInstantML)
technology that provides organisations with optimally trained models
for the data available at any time with immediate forecasting or
anomaly detection.
RTInstantML not only simplifies the model selection and
automates feature engineering but also tremendously shortens the
lengthy process of developing the right model at the right moment,
which is crucial for the time series problems. The dynamics in these
problems change with every new data collected, and the new data
availability can also change from one minute to another. TIM’s ability
to generate a new model on the spot without any specific settings
enables immediate forecasting and anomaly detection.
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Not a Black Box Model
TIM’s model development process is unique and
inherently different from widely used selection
techniques, where multiple modelling techniques
are used to generate models that are rated according
to their performance in a cross-validation stage.
Also, unlike results of most other popular modelling
techniques such as neural networks, deep learning
algorithms, and support vector machines, TIM’s
models are not black boxes. TIM generates a
transparent formula that provides organisations
with comprehensive insights into the models
created along with helping them measure the impact
of predictors on target values, automatically and
instantly. This allows organisations to build physical
reality models that are easy to understand and can
be leveraged for forecasting and anomaly detection
on time series data—both single and multivariate
use cases. Business users can utilise TIM out of
the box while data scientists can create and change
dictionaries, developing new features to further
tailor the platform to their specific needs.
TIM can be deployed as a web service managed
by Tangent Works, fully on-premise or in mixed
environments, or on dedicated cloud infrastructure.
Also, owing to the TIM engine’s lightweight
structure, it can be deployed on the IoT edge
devices, thus bringing ML and model building closer
to sensors that generate data. Such a capability finds
its application in various fields including renewable
production and E-Mobility (EV, Electric Vehicles).
For instance, ML at the point of production/
consumption can be used to optimise the charging
of EVs or transform the parked EVs into stored
energy assets. Furthermore, it is important that
the right data gets delivered to the TIM engine for
accurate model generation; organisations can ensure
appropriate data transfer using the TIM Studio user
interface. “Our objective is to make it as easy as
possible for organisations to optimally benefit from
InstantML’s business value, thus freeing up data
analysts’ time and resources to focus on essential
business tasks,” remarks Michiels.
Making Energy and Manufacturing
Industries More Efficient
Although Tangent Works’ time series InstantML
technology can be applied to various use cases,
the company believes in delivering solutions to
industries that it has adequate business knowledge
and expertise in. “We predominantly focus on
the energy and utility sector, followed by the

manufacturing industry, and further plan
to expand into finance, transportation,
and retail spaces,” adds Michiels.
The energy and utility market is
a complicated web of suppliers, grid
operators, utilities, and brokers that
are constantly under pressure to find
smarter, cleaner, and more efficient ways
to meet the world’s energy demands.
Hence, accurate forecasting is essential
to keep the grid balanced and reliable

as well as to adopt fitting pricing
models. TIM’s forecasting capabilities
assist with electricity load forecasting,
prediction of technical losses in the grid
or distribution network, calculation of
system imbalances, gas consumption,
electricity pricing, and more. TIM
generates predictive power consumption
models for days, weeks, or even months
ahead. Also, in the case of renewables,
TIM helps utilities, grid operators, and
energy suppliers overcome the variability
associated with time and weather changes.
The effectiveness of TIM’s automatic
modelling and forecasting can be
illustrated with Tangent Works’ project
for EGSSIS, a European service provider
specialising in shipping services and
software for gas and power operations. An
increasingly competitive energy market
with participants constantly looking for
cost reduction, EGSSIS found it necessary
to add accurate and scalable forecasting
intelligence to its platform. The client
selected TIM to provide individualised
energy forecasts to their customers,
and in turn, help them make informed

purchase decisions as well as avoid
imbalance costs. By integrating TIM in its
product portfolio, EGSSIS now has more
actionable insights into future demands,
resulting in an agile system that allows for
in-depth forecasting at every level of the
European shipping and trading process.
The automatic hourly forecasts that TIM
helps EGSSIS deliver to its customers
reflect business realities and assist them
in planning their future demands.

Automatic model generation for
time series data also goes hand in hand
with anomaly detection and predictive
maintenance, which can be applied to
the manufacturing sector. Traditional
reactive and fixed-schedule approaches
to maintenance and quality control in the
manufacturing industry do not always
lead to significant improvements. The
models that TIM develops represent
the physical behaviour of systems,
thus providing visibility into the entire
production process for identifying flaws
and inconsistencies.
Accolades, Collaborations, and
Expansion
As a testament to TIM’s capabilities,
Tangent Works was declared a winner
at GEFCom2017, the global energy
forecasting competition. Around 177
academic and commercial teams from
around the world competed to accurately
predict the electricity load for over 100
different clients for the year that followed.
Tangent Works won the first place in
the qualifying round and the 2nd place

among 12 finalists—all based on models
generated automatically by TIM. The
company’s technology proved that it could
compete with, and even surpass, some
of the best energy forecasting academic
teams in the world. “We didn’t employ a
separate team to build the best model, but
TIM was more effective and precise than all
the competitors, which is quite incredible.
Winning that competition corroborated our
belief that we could build predictive models
without any human intervention at all,”
adds Michiels. TIM has also helped Tangent
Works win the 2017 ANDRITZ Hackathon,
which was focused on optimisation
and predictive maintenance for IoT
applications.

Where AutoML reduces the
amount of time spent on model
generation from days to hours,
Tangent Works’ InstantML
further lowers it to just
seconds without demanding
extensive data skills and any
setup whatsoever

Tangent Works continues to strengthen
TIM’s capabilities and is continually
building partnerships with system
integrators to implement its solutions for
clients. Also, as a Microsoft co-sell partner,
the company relies on the Microsoft
community to position its solutions
globally as well as across different industrial
segments With a presence in the UK,
Belgium, Slovakia, and India, the company
now plans to expand into APAC and the US.
“We are not here to simply offer technology
or mathematical knowledge but to change
how businesses benefit from ML/AI. It
is also about the change and evangelism,
especially as Tangent Works looks to
position itself as a game-changing solution
provider,” concludes Michiels.
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